Mr. Simon Uzunov, from Energy Community, underlined the areas that Energy community hold
in the field of cyber security and first of them is cyber security governance. They think that cyber
security strategy is the first step to be undertaken. Energy Community have three strategies that
are current, two that are old and the Albanian Strategy 2025 that is being drafted. In some cases,
in some countries the strategy is replaced by action plans and recommendations. The next step
would be legislation through the Convention on Cybercrime. Another area is the critical
infrastructure and critical information infrastructure.
Mr. Dritan Gucaj, from OTP Bank Albania, during his speech was focused in the financial sector.
We have seen the change of model, initial from traditional network model to models that have a
large scale and complex information systems, now we have cloud, IoT, mobile banking, e-banking
and the duty of security professional is to think about all the risks that may be faced. Nowadays
the priority for most financial institutions is the user, since that 70 – 90 % of the attacks come from
the user.
Mr. Timo Bakker, Director Public Safety & Defence segment Solution Management - Europe,
NOKIA, during his speech analysed the economic side of cybercrime, security by design, various
security certificates, fight against DDOS network attacks and attached non-product security.
Mr. Ivan Stanković, CRNOGORSKI TELEKOM A.D, during his speech said that pandemic
situation gave us a big challenge because companies need to go outside to build secure corporate
networks and we need to allow employs to use systems from this new model when they are working
from home. Increased use of mobile phones, tablet, pc, etc., actually made this situation more
unsecure, because it will be more challenging to secure all this devices. Everybody must undergo
security trainings about the risks that this situation can bring to us.
Mr. Elvin Guri, One Telecommunication sh.a, underline that cyber security should be seen as an
opportunity for companies to improve their services. This is a day-to-day job and should have the
right focus on security policies, imposed by government and technology, on the costs incurred
which need to be planned in a timely manner. Mr. Guri said that a small market has more financial
difficulties to apply robust security solutions, but they need to be done. “Security is a matter of time
since our company is handling it properly, in order to respond with certainty to the technological
developments that are coming”.

